
SPRINGBOK LOOP
1,49KM LONG

33M CLIMB
6/10 DIFFICULTY GRADIENT 

KLIPSPINGER LOOP
6,65KM LONG

75M CLIMB
7/10 DIFFICULTY GRADIENT 

BOSVARK LOOP
9,59KM LONG
160M CLIMB

8/10 DIFFICULTY GRADIENT 

SWART KAT LOOP
4.2KM LONG
81M CLIMB

9/10 DIFFICULTY GRADIENT 

RIVER LOOP
1.27KM LONG

23M CLIMB
3/10 DIFFICULTY GRADIENT 

A-rating 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016

Starting at Van Loveren on a jeep track towards Elandsberg you will cross the Breede 
River and follow our vineyards towards your first climb at 2km, Gwarrie Hill. Take it 
easy, warm up those legs and look back towards the river for a stunning view on the 
vineyards. The descent that follows is rocky and beginners should take it slowly.  
Following another very short, but steep climb, the route levels out towards 
Viljoensdrift’s citrus orchards, before you turn left towards the custom-build single track 
where you will enjoy a few exhilarating climbs and descents. Thereafter the route 
splits away from the yellow one on mostly single track, fairly flat and nothing technical. 
At about 8km you’ll get to Ernst’s Bridge, which you’ll be able to cross easily going at 
a normal pace. Speed up a bit and you’ll be jumping! About 2 km further the routes 
split and you’ll turn left back towards Van Loveren facing a steep uphill. It is 
approximately 100m and will be challenging with some loose rocks, but you will be 
rewarded with a lovely decent and the most beautiful view. Following this, enjoy a 
fast and flowing few kilometers back towards Van Loveren.
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Range Totals: Distance: 21km     Elev Gain/Loss: 350m     Max Slope: 19,5%,- 15,0%     Avg Slope: 3,5% - 3,4%

Starting at Van Loveren on a jeep track towards Elandsberg you will cross the Breede 
River and follow our vineyards towards your first climb, Gwarrie Hill within 2 km of 
the start. Take it easy and look back towards the river for a stunning view on the 
vineyards. The descent that follows is rocky and beginners should take it slowly. 
Following another very short but steep climb the route levels out towards Viljoensdrift’s 
citrus orchards before you turn left towards the custom-build single track for a few 
exhilarating climbs and descents before turning back towards Van Loveren.
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Range Totals: Distance: 12km     Elev Gain/Loss: 200m     Max Slope: 21,5%,- 13,0%     Avg Slope: 3,7% - 3,3%

Starting at Van Loveren on a jeep track towards Elandsberg you will cross the Breede 
River and follow our vineyards towards your first climb at 2km, Gwarrie Hill. Take it 
easy, warm up those legs and look back to the river for a stunning view on the 
vineyards. The descent that follows is rocky and beginners should take it slowly.  
Following another very short but steep climb the route levels out towards Viljoensdrift’s 
citrus orchards before you turn left towards the custom-build single track where you 
will enjoy a few exhilarating climbs and descents. Thereafter the route splits away 
from the yellow one on mostly single track, fairly flat and nothing technical.  At about 
8km you’ll get to Ernst’s Bridge, which you’ll be able to cross easily going at a normal 
pace. Speed up a bit and you’ll be jumping! About 2 km further the routes split and 
you will turn off right to a lovely single track, which is perfectly rideable with a few 
climbs and fast flowing descents with a stunning flow.  The route will make a loop back 
to the split where you will turn right back towards Van Loveren, facing an uphill. It is 
approximately 100m with some loose rocks- perfectly doable, and you will be 
rewarded with a lovely descent and the most beautiful view. Following this, enjoy a 
fast and flowing few kilometers back towards Van Loveren.
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Range Totals: Distance: 32km     Elev Gain/Loss: 550m     Max Slope: 25,9%,- 19,5%     Avg Slope: 3,6% - 3,6%


